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TeV SIGNATURES OF COMPACT UHECR ACCELERATORSA. Neronov a, P. Tinyakov b;d, I. Tkahev ;d*aInstitute of Theoretial Physis, EPFLBSP, CH-1015 Lausanne, SwitzerlandbServie de Physique Théorique, CP 225Université Libre de Bruxelles, B-1050, Brussels, BelgiumDepartment of Physis, Theory Division, CERN1211 Geneva 23, SwitzerlanddInstitute for Nulear Researh of the Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 15 Otober 2004We numerially study partile aeleration by the eletri �eld indued near the horizon of a rotating supermas-sive (M � 109�1010M�) blak hole embedded in the magneti �eld B. We �nd that aeleration of protonsto the energy E � 1020 eV is possible only at extreme values of M and B. We also �nd that the aelerationis very ine�ient and is aompanied by a broad-band MeV�TeV radiation whose total power exeeds the totalpower emitted in ultra-high energy osmi rays (UHECR) at least by a fator of 1000. This implies that if O(10)nearby quasar remnants were soures of proton events with energy E > 1020 eV, then eah quasar remnantwould, e.g., overshine the Crab nebula by more than two orders of magnitude in the TeV energy band. ReentTeV observations exlude this possibility. A model in whih O(100) soures are situated at 100�1000 Mp isnot ruled out and an be experimentally tested by present TeV -ray telesopes. Suh a model an explain theobserved UHECR �ux at moderate energies E � (4�5) � 1019 eV.PACS: 98.70.Sa, 95.30.Gv, 98.62.Js, 98.70.Rz1. INTRODUCTIONThe onventional hypothesis of ultrahigh-energyosmi ray (UHECR) aeleration in extragalatiastrophysial objets has two important onsequenes.First, it predits the Greisen � Zatsepin �Kuzmin(GZK) uto� [1℄ in the spetrum of UHECR at energyof the order 5 � 1019 eV. Whether suh a uto� indeedexists in nature is urrently an open question [2, 3℄.Seond, it implies that the observed highest-energyosmi rays with E > 1020 eV should ome from withinthe GZK distane � 50 Mp. Moreover, under plau-sible assumptions about extragalati magneti �eldssupported by reent simulations [4℄, the propagation ofUHE protons over the GZK distane is retilinear andthe observed events should point bak to their soures.While sub-GZK UHECR were found to orrelate withBL Laertae objets [5, 6℄, no signi�ant orrelations*E-mail: Igor.tkahev�ern.h

of osmi rays with energies E & 1020 eV with nearbysoures were found [7℄.In view of the last problem, a question ariseswhether there exist UHECR aelerators that an pro-due super-GZK protons and are quiet in the ele-tromagneti (EM) hannel. If suh quiet aelera-tors existed, they ould explain the apparent abseneof soures within � 50 Mp in the diretion of thehighest-energy events. This idea was advoated, e.g.,in Ref. [8℄, where soures of UHE protons were asso-iated with supermassive blak holes in quiet galatinulei (the so-alled �dead quasars�). However, it waspointed out in [9℄ that most of the energy available forpartile aeleration in suh an environment is spentfor EM radiation by the aelerated partiles. As aonsequene, the �ux of TeV -rays produed by suhan aelerator may be at a detetable level.Reent observations by HEGRA/AIROBICC [10℄,MILAGRO [11℄ and TIBET [12℄ arrays substantially744



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 4, 2005 TeV signatures of ompat UHECR aeleratorsimproved the upper limits on the �ux of -rays above10 TeV from the point soures in the Northern hemi-sphere. This may ompletely exlude a possibility toexplain the observed super-GZK osmi rays by the a-eleration near supermassive blak holes. The purposeof this paper is to analyze this question quantitatively.For this, we study partile aeleration near the blakhole horizon numerially. Following Refs. [8, 9℄, we re-strit ourselves to the ase of protons. The ase ofheavy nulei aeleration, propagation, and detetionis phenomenologially very di�erent and requires sepa-rate onsideration. In partiular, heavy nulei an beeasily desintegrated already at the stage of aeleration.We stress that our purpose is not to onstrut a re-alisti model of a ompat UHE proton aelerator butto �nd whether quiet ompat aelerators may exist,even if most favorable onditions for the aelerationare provided. For this, we minimize the energy losses ofaelerated partiles by onsidering aeleration in theordered eletromagneti �eld and neglet all possiblelosses related to sattering of the aelerated partileson matter and radiation present in the aeleration site.However, we self-onsistently take into aount the syn-hrotron/urvature radiation losses, whih are intrinsito the aeleration proess. Clearly, this approximationorresponds to most favorable onditions for partileaeleration. In realisti models, the resulting parti-le energy must be smaller and the emitted EM powerlarger. Therefore, our results should be onsidered asa lower bound on the ratio of the eletromagneti toUHECR power of a osmi ray aelerator based on arotating supermassive blak hole.We �nd that the �ux produed by a nearby UHEproton aelerator of super-GZK osmi rays in the en-ergy band E > 10 TeV should be at least 100�1000times larger than that of the Crab nebula. The exis-tene of suh soures is indeed exluded by reent ob-servations [10, 11℄. At the same time, the onstraintson the soures of sub-GZK osmi rays are weaker orabsent, see Se. 7 for details.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, wedesribe our minimum-loss model in more detail. InSe. 3, we present the analytial estimate and the nu-merial alulation of the maximum partile energy. InSe. 4, the self-onsisteny onstraints on the param-eters of this model are onsidered that arise from therequirement of the absene of the on-site e+e� pairprodution aused by emitted radiation. In Se. 5, thealulation of the EM luminosity of the aelerator ispresented. In Se. 6, observational onstraints are de-rived. Setion 7 ontains a disussion of the results andonluding remarks.

2. THE MODELThe model that we onsider is based on a rotatingsupermassive blak hole embedded in a uniform mag-neti �eld. Beause of the rotational drag of magneti�eld lines, an eletri �eld is generated, leading to a-eleration of partiles. In the absene of matter, theorresponding solution of the Einstein �Maxwell equa-tions is known analytially at arbitrary inlination an-gle of the blak hole rotation axis with respet to themagneti �eld [13; 14℄. We assume low aretion rateand small matter and radiation density near the blakhole, and neglet their bak reation on the EM andgravitational �elds. We also neglet the e�et of mat-ter on propagation of the aelerated protons. Thisorresponds to the most favorable onditions for par-tile aeleration, and therefore leads to a maximumproton energy and minimum EM radiation.The model has three parameters: the blak holemass M , the strength of the magneti �eld B, and theinlination angle �. We onsider the maximally ro-tating blak hole with the rotation moment per unitmass a = M . This maximizes the strength of therotation-indued eletri �eld. For a given injetionrate and geometry, the above parameters ompletelydetermine the trajetories of aelerated partiles and,therefore, their �nal energies and the emitted radiation.We reonstrut partile trajetories numerially keep-ing trak of the emitted radiation and taking its bakreation onto partile propagation into aount.We assume that protons �ow into the aelera-tion volume from the aretion disk that is situated atlarger radii. We model this aretion by injeting non-relativisti partiles uniformly over the sphere of theShwarzshild radius RS = 2GM , whih is two timeslarger than the horizon of the maximally rotating blakhole. We follow the trajetories of partiles that propa-gate toward the horizon and are then expelled from theviinity of the blak hole with high energies. It turnsout that suh trajetories exist only if the inlinationangle of the magneti �eld with respet to the rotationaxis is large enough, � & 10Æ. For smaller inlinationangles, all partiles that propagate toward the horizonare �nally absorbed by the blak hole. This meansthat the stationary regime in whih partiles aretedonto the blak hole are subsequently aelerated andejeted with high energies exists only at � & 10Æ. Inthis regime, hanges of the inlination angle and theinjetion radius do not strongly a�et the maximumenergies of partiles.745



A. Neronov, P. Tinyakov, I. Tkahev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 4, 20053. MAXIMUM PARTICLE ENERGIES IN THESTATIONARY REGIMEIn the absene of matter and radiation bak-grounds, partile energies are limited by the radiationloss intrinsi to the aeleration proess. For a generaleletri and magneti �eld on�guration, the energyloss in the ultrarelativisti limit is given by [15℄dEdt = �2e4E23m4 �(E+ v �B)2 � (E � v)2� ; (1)where m, e, and v are partile mass, harge, and velo-ity, respetively. We use this equation in our numeri-al modeling to alulate the eletromagneti radiationprodued by the aelerated partiles and to aountfor the bak reation of this radiation on partile tra-jetories.Before presenting the numerial results, it is usefulto summarize some simple qualitative estimates, see,e.g., [9; 16; 17℄. We onsider partile aeleration by ageneri eletromagneti �eld obeying jEj � jBj. If theenergy losses an be negleted, energies of aeleratedpartiles are estimated asE = eBR � 1022 B104G M1010M� eV; (2)where we assume that the size R of the aelerationregion is of the order of the gravitational radius ofthe blak hole, R � 2GM . But if the magneti�eld strength is high, the synhrotron/urvature en-ergy losses annot be negleted.If no speial relative orientation of the three vetorsE, B, and v is assumed, Eq. (1) beomesdEdt � �2e4B2E23m4 ; (3)whih is the standard formula for the synhrotronenergy loss. Equating the rate of energy gaindE=dt = eE � eB to the rate of energy loss, we �ndthat in the synhrotron-loss-saturated regime, themaximum energy is given by (see, e.g., [18℄)Esyn = � 3m42e3B0�1=2 �� 1:6 � 1018� B104 G��1=2 eV. (4)Here, we assume that aelerated partiles are protons;for eletrons, the maximum energy is muh smaller.The ritial magneti �eld strength at whih thesynhrotron energy loss beomes important an be

found from the ondition that estimates (2) and (4)give the same result,Brit = � 3m42e5R2�1=3 � 30� M1010M���2=3 G: (5)Here, it is assumed that R � RS . This ritial �eldorresponds to the partile energyErit � 3 � 1019� M1010M��1=3 eV; (6)whih is a maximum energy attainable in the synhro-tron-loss-saturated regime for a given blak hole mass.Aeleration is more e�ient (loss (1) an be ordersof magnitude smaller) in the speial ase where E, B,and v are nearly aligned. These onditions may be ap-proximately satis�ed in some regions around the blakhole. In this ase, partiles losely follow the urved�eld lines and the urvature radiation loss,dEdt = � 2e2E43m4R2 ; (7)beomes the main energy loss hannel for high-energypartiles. For an order-of magnitude estimate, we anassume that the urvature sale of the magneti �eldlines is of the order of the size of the aeleration re-gion, R � 2GM . This translates into the maximumenergy Eur = �3m4R2B2e �1=4 ; (8)whih givesEur = 1:1 � 1020� M1010M��1=2 � B104 G�1=4 eV (9)for protons, where we again set R = RS . The range ofappliability of Eqs. (8) and (9) is given by the sameondition B > Brit.In the numerial simulations, we injeted protonsuniformly over the sphere surrounding the blak hole.We disregarded trajetories that start at the injetionsphere and move outward. Among protons that ap-proah the horizon and are then expelled to in�nity, weseleted those whih have the maximum �nal energy.For the blak hole massM = 1010M�, the dependeneof this maximum energy on the magneti �eld strengthis shown in Fig. 1 (the upper urve). For energies ofthe order 1020 eV and higher, the numerially alu-lated urve approahes limit (9), whih orresponds tothe urvature-loss-saturated regime. The aelerationto these energies requires magneti �elds in exess of746
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102 103 104 105 106 pairprodutionFig. 1. The results of numerial alulation of ma-ximum energies of aelerated protons and aompa-nying -rays are shown by rosses (solid lines are �tsto numerial data). The dashed line is estimate (9)of the proton energies in the urvature-loss dominatedregime. The shaded region orresponds to the magneti�eld strength exeeding the pair prodution thresh-old by the urvature -rays. The blak hole mass isM = 1010M�104 G. The neessary magneti �eld is even strongerfor smaller blak hole masses, f. Eq. (9). The maxi-mum energies of protons do not depend strongly on theinlination angle in a wide range of �.4. CONSTRAINTS FROM PAIR PRODUCTIONThere is an important self-onsisteny onstraintthat does not allow inreasing B andM independentlyin order to reah higher energies. The reason is as fol-lows. In our model, it was assumed that the aelera-tion proeeds in the vauum. However, at a su�ientlystrong magneti �eld, photons of urvature radiationmay produe e+e� pairs. Eletrons and positrons arein turn aelerated and produe more photons, whihagain produe e+e� pairs, et. The plasma reated bythis asade then neutralizes the eletri �eld and pre-vents further aeleration of partiles. For onsistenyof the model, we have to require that the asade doesnot develop.We onsider this proess in more detail. The energy� of the urvature photons in the regime when partileenergies are limited by urvature losses is estimated as� = 3E3ur2m3R / B3=4M1=2:

(f. Eq. (8)). Remarkably, the photon energy is inde-pendent of the partile mass. This means that proton-originated and eletron-originated photons have thesame energy. Numerially, we have� � 14� B104G�3=4� M1010M��1=2 TeV: (10)If this energy is enough to produe more than one e+e�pair within the aeleration site, the instability may de-velop.Therefore, for the stationary operating aelerator,the mean free path d of a -ray in the bakground ofa strong magneti �eld (see [19℄) has to be larger thanthe size of the aeleration regiond � 100104GB exp� 8m3e3eB�� m > RS : (11)This requirement leads to the onditionB < 3:6 � 104�1010M�M �2=7 G (12)on the magneti �eld in the viinity of the horizon.In the numerial alulation of proton trajetories,we kept trak of the emitted photons. For given param-eters of the aelerator, we determined the maximumphoton energy. The dependene of this energy on themagneti �eld strength is shown in Fig. 1 (the lowerurve). Substituting the alulated photon energy inEq. (11), we an hek whether the aelerator is inthe stationary regime. The shaded region in Fig. 1 or-responds to nonnegligible pair prodution. The resultsof numerial alulation are in good agreement withEq. (12).From Fig. 1, we onlude that aeleration of pro-tons to energies higher than 1020 eV is marginally pos-sible in a small region of the parameter spae (M;B).The magneti �eld strength B must be lose to the pairprodution threshold. The blak hole massM must belarger than 1010M�. Suh blak holes are rare. Forexample, in Ref. [20℄, it is found that supermassiveblak holes in AGNs range in 106:5�1010:2M�, with themean mass being 108:9M�. The list of nearby (within40 Mp) andidates for quasar remnants [21℄ does notontain blak holes with masses above 5 � 108M�.Under reasonable assumptions about the blak holemass, the aeleration to energies above 1020 eV is im-possible in the stationary regime disussed above (nopartile prodution in the aeleration volume). But al-though the aelerator annot operate permanently, itis possible that UHECR are produed during ��ares�,747



A. Neronov, P. Tinyakov, I. Tkahev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 4, 2005or short episodes of ativity of the aelerator, inter-rupted by disharges. The natural duration of one �areis about the time needed for the harge redistributionand neutralization of the eletri �eld in the aeler-ation volume to establish. This an be roughly esti-mated as the light-rossing time Tflare � RS= � 10hours for the 3 � 109M� blak hole. During suh �ares,the eletromagneti luminosity of the aelerator mustbe muh higher than the luminosity produed in thestationary regime, beause the eletromagneti �ux isdominated by the radiation produed by e+e� pairswhose number density is muh higher than the densityof the initial protons. Beause we are interested in thepossibility of having a �quiet� UHE proton aelerator,we onentrate in the next setion on the ase of thestationary regime, with the parameteres of the modeltuned to B � 3 � 104 G, M � 1010M�.5. ELECTROMAGNETIC LUMINOSITY OFTHE ACCELERATORIt is lear from Fig. 1 that the aeleration ofprotons to energies above 1020 eV proeeds in theurvature-loss-saturated regime. In this regime, mostof the work done by the aelerating eletri �eld isspent on the emission of urvature radiation ratherthan on the inrease of partile energy. The ratio ofthe dissipated energy to the �nal energy of proton isR � eBREur �� 2 � 102� M1010M��1=2� B3 � 104G�3=4 : (13)Thus, the energy arried away by photons is at leasthundred times higher than the energy arried by osmirays. Beause only a small fration of the aeleratedprotons reahes the UHECR energies E � 1020 eV, theratio of the eletromagneti luminosity of the aeler-ator to its luminosity in UHECR with E > 1020 eV iseven higher.Numerially, we alulated this ratio as follows. Wesummed energies of those protons whih were aeler-ated above 1020 eV, and summed the energy emitted insynhrotron/urvature radiation (inluding the radia-tion emitted by protons that did not aquire su�ientenergy while being expelled to in�nity). We then tookthe ratio of the two sums.The results of numerial alulation of the ratio ofthe eletromagneti and UHECR luminosities in thestationary regime are shown in Fig. 2 by rosses. Vari-ations are due to �utuations in the preise positions
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pairprodution
3 � 1020 eV2 � 1020 eVFig. 2. Numerially alulated ratio of the eletromag-neti luminosity of the aelerator to the luminosityemitted in partiles with energies E � 1020 eV is shownby rosses, with the solid line being the �t to the nu-merial results. The shaded region orresponds to themagneti �eld strength above the threshold of pair pro-dution by the urvature -rays. The blak hole massis M = 1010M�of the injetion points1). The qualitative behavior ofthe numerial results is easy to understand. Close tothe �threshold� E = 1020 eV, the aelerator emitsa �nite power LEM but does not produe UHECRwith E > 1020 eV. Therefore, the ratio LEM=LUHECRdiverges as E ! 1020 eV. If the magneti �eld islarge, the maximum energies of partiles inrease aswell. But the ratio R also inreases for eah parti-le aording to Eq. (13), and so does LEM=LUHECR.The minimal value of LEM=LUHECR is reahed atE � 1:5 � 1020 eV. The numerially alulated mini-mum of LEM=LUHECR is by a fator of 10 larger thanestimate (13).In obtaining the results in Fig. 2, we have takenonly the urvature radiation produed by protons intoaount. For the magneti �eld strength above the pairprodution threshold � 3 �104 G (and, orrespondingly,Emax > 1:3 � 1020 eV, see Fig. 1), our results give thelower bound on the eletromagneti luminosity of theompat aelerator.We an see from Fig. 2 that the eletromagnetiluminosity of the UHE proton aelerator based on arotating supermassive blak hole is1) For this alulation, we performed injetion in 103 randomlyhosen points uniformly distributed over the sphere.748



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 4, 2005 TeV signatures of ompat UHECR aeleratorsLEM & 103LUHECR : (14)Beause the typial energy of photons of urvature radi-ation is about 10 TeV (see Eq. (10)), the above relationimplies that suh a soure of UHE protons would bemuh more powerful in the 10 TeV band than in theUHECR hannel.6. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTSThe fat that prodution of UHE protons in a�quiet� aelerator is aompanied by the emission ofthe TeV -ray �ux enables us to put strong onstraintson the possibility of existene of suh aelerators inthe nearby Universe. Following Ref. [8℄, we assumethat there are about N � 10 nearby UHECR aelera-tors not farther than DGZK � 50 Mp from the Earth.If these soures give the major ontribution to the �uxof osmi rays above 1020 eV [22℄,F totUHECR � (2�6) � 10�11 ergm2 � s ;the mean energy �ux produed by eah soure isFUHECR � F totUHECRN � (2�6) � 10�12 ergm2 � s : (15)We have seen in the previous setion that the lowerbound on the ratio of the eletromagneti and UHECRluminosities of suh a soure is R > 103. This meansthat the eletromagneti �ux from the soure must beFEM > (2�6) � 10�9 10N ergm2 � s ; (16)whih implies the total luminosity larger thanLEM � 1044erg/s (17)at the distane DGZK . This must be an extremelypowerful soure of TeV radiation. For omparison, the�ux of the Crab nebula at energies above 15 TeV isFCrab � 10�11 erg/m2 � s [10℄. Thus, the hypothet-ial �quiet� osmi ray soures, whih would explainthe observed UHECR �ux, should be 100�1000 timesbrighter in the TeV band than the Crab nebula.The possibility of the existene of persistent pointsoures of this type in the Northern hemisphere is ex-luded by the measurements of the HEGRA AIRO-BICC Array [10℄ and by the MILAGRO experi-ment [11; 23℄. The upper limit on the energy �ux froman undeteted point soure of � 15 TeV -rays pro-vided by HEGRA/AIROBICC group [10℄ is at the levelof FHEGRA . (2�3)FCrab. Muh tighter upper limitwas published reently by the MILAGRO ollabora-tion, FMILAGRO . (0:3�0:6)FCrab [23℄.

7. DISCUSSIONThe above model of partile aeleration near thehorizon of a supermassive blak hole is based on a num-ber of assumptions: the maximum rotation moment ofthe blak hole, a low matter and radiation density inthe aeleration volume, the absene of bak reationof the aelerated partiles and their radiation on theEM �eld, and the uniform magneti �eld at large dis-tane from the blak hole. These assumptions have oneommon feature: they failitate aeleration to higherenergies and minimize losses (and, therefore, the pro-dued radiation). We have found that even under theseidealized onditions, the aeleration of protons to theenergy E = 1020 eV requires extreme values of param-eters, M � 1010M� and B � 3 � 104 G. Moreover, theaeleration is very ine�ient: the total power emit-ted in TeV gamma rays is 100�1000 times larger thanin UHECR. In view of reent TeV observations, thisrules out some UHECR models based on this ael-eration mehanism, e.g., the model of several nearbydormant galati nulei (�dead quasars�), whih wasaimed to explain the observed UHECR �ux with en-ergy E > 1020 eV.In a more realisti ase, the above onditions maynot be satis�ed ompletely, and the aeleration of pro-tons to energy E � 1020 eV in the ontinuous regimemay not be possible. The synhrotron losses due to thepresene of a random omponent Brand of the magneti�eld an be negleted ifBrand � BR mmp � 10�2 mmpB ; (18)whereR is given by (13). This means that the preseneof a tiny (1% level) random magneti �eld leads to aderease of the maximum energies of aelerated pro-tons and an inrease of the eletromagneti luminosityof the aelerator. We note that the synhrotron radi-ation is emitted in this ase at the energies�synh � me2 BBrand � 0:1 mmp BBrand TeV : (19)The power is still given by Eq. (14).Even if the strength of the random omponent ofthe magneti �eld is as small as 10�5 B, for eletrons,whih are inevitably present in the aelerator, the syn-hrotron losses dominate over the urvature losses. Theeletromagneti power emitted by eletrons is then inthe 100 MeV�10 TeV energy band (see Eq. (19). As-suming that the density of eletrons is of the same orderas the density of protons, we obtain the same estimate(14) for the 100MeV luminosity of the aelerator. This749



A. Neronov, P. Tinyakov, I. Tkahev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 4, 2005means that suh an aelerator is not only a powerfulTeV soure, but also an extremely powerful EGRETsoure.Even if the idealized onditions are realized in Na-ture, the orresponding objets must be extremely rare.Thus, only a very small fration of (ative or quiet)galati nulei ould be stationary soures of UHE pro-tons with energies above 1020 eV.If the parameters of the model are not preiselytuned to their optimal values, one expets the maxi-mum energies of aelerated protons to be somewhatbelow 1020 eV. It is therefore interesting to note thatmost of the orrelations of UHECR with the BL Laer-tae objets ome from the energy range (4�5) �1019 eV.The entral engine of BL Las is thought to onsist of asupermassive blak hole; it is possible that the aelera-tion mehanism onsidered above is operating in theseobjets2). This mehanism may also operate in theenters of other galaxies that may have (super)massiveblak holes, inluding our own Galaxy, where it may beresponsible for the prodution of osmi rays of energiesup to � 1018 eV [13; 25℄.The onstraints from TeV observations are di�er-ent in this ase. First, osmi rays of lower ener-gies propagate over osmologial distanes, and henethe UHECR �ux is olleted from a muh larger vol-ume, and the number of soures may be larger. Cor-respondingly, the TeV luminosity of eah soure issmaller. Seond, the TeV radiation attenuates sub-stantially over several hundred megaparses. Third, atE < 1020 eV, the ratio LEM=LUHECR is smaller. Forexample, we onsider the ase of O(100) soures loatedat z � 0:1 with a typial maximal energy at the ael-erator E � 5 � 1019 eV. Aording to Fig. 1, the typialenergy of produed -rays is then � 4 TeV. The �ux of-rays in this energy range is attenuated by a fator 10�100, while aording to Eq. (13), LEM=LUHECR � 50.Therefore, we may expet FEM � (0:01�0:1)FCrab forthe TeV �ux from eah of these soures. This is withinthe range of aessibility of modern telesopes. For ex-ample, the TeV �ux from the nearby (z = 0:047) BLLa 1ES 1959+650, whih orrelates with the arrival di-retions of UHECR [6; 26℄, is at the level of 0:06FCrabduring quiet phase and rises up to 2:9FCrab during�ares. Several other BL Las, whih are on�rmed TeVsoures, have �uxes � 0:03FCrab, see, e.g., Ref. [27℄.This paper mainly onerns the stationary regime ofaeleration when the aeleration volume is not pol-2) We note that if the aelerated partiles interat with thephoton bakground outside the entral engine, the same meha-nism may be responsible for �photon jets� disussed in Ref. [24℄.

luted by the reation of e+e� pairs. To ensure thisondition, we required the magneti �eld not to exeedthe ritial value (12). If the magneti �eld is larger,the aeleration by the mehanism onsidered here anonly our during �ares, whih are interrupted by thereation of e+e� plasma and neutralization of the ele-tri �eld as disussed at the end of Se. 4. Althoughwe do not have a quantitative model of a �are, somefeatures of this regime and its onsequenes for theUHECR prodution an be understood qualitatively.Beause there is no onstraint on the magneti �eld inthis regime, the maximum energies of the aeleratedprotons may exeed 1020 eV. However, the e�ieny ofthe aeleration during �ares must be muh lower thanin the stationary ase. First, as follows from Fig. 2, theratio LEM=LUHECR is larger at large B. Seond, thedominant part of the EM radiation is produed by thereated eletrons and positrons, whose number densityby far exeeds the number density of protons. Thus, weexpet that the ratio LEM=LUHECR for this soures ismuh larger than in Eq. (14).An UHECR aelerators operating in the �ar-ing regime would produe an approximately onstantUHECR �ux at the Earth. The reason is the timedelay of protons due to random de�etions in the ex-tragalati magneti �elds. This delay is of the orderof � 105[�=1Æ℄2 yr for a soure at 100 Mp, where �is the de�etion angle. Beause the time sale of �ares(light rossing time) is of the order of day(s), the vari-ations of UHECR �ux would disapper upon averaging.On the ontrary, the TeV radiation from suh a sourewould be highly variable, with powerful �TeV bursts�and the average energy �ux in TeV band exeeding thatin UHECR by a fator of 104 or higher. We note thatthere exist tight onstraints on transient TeV soures:the energy �ux of a TeV burst of duration 105 s has tobe less than 10�10 erg/m2 �s � 10FCrab [11, 12℄. As inthe ase of a stationary aelerator, this onstraint ex-ludes the possibility to explain the observed UHECR�ux by a few nearby proton aelerators operating inthe �aring regime. The hypothesis of several hundredremote soures is not onstrained by TeV observations.To summarize, the model of ompat UHE protonaelerators that operate near the horizons of super-massive blak holes in galati nulei an explain onlythe sub-GZK �ux. A large number (several hundred)of soures situated at osmologial distanes. Produ-tion of UHECR in suh soures may be assoiated withthe blazar-type ativity, TeV -radiation being an im-portant signature of the model, testable by the existing-ray telesopes.750
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